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Abstract—This paper investigates simple implicit force control algorithms realizable with industrial robots. A lot of approaches already published are difficult to implement in commercial robot controllers, because the access to the robot joint torques is necessary or the complete dynamic model of the manipulator is used. In the past we already deal with explicit force control of a position controlled robot. Well known schemes of implicit force control are stiffness control, damping control and impedance control. Using such algorithms the contact force cannot be set directly. It is further the result of controller impedance, environment impedance and the commanded robot motion/position. The relationships of these properties are worked out in this paper in detail for the chosen implicit approaches. They have been adapted to be implementable on a position controlled robot. The behaviors of stiffness control and damping control are verified by practical experiments. For this purpose a suitable test bed was configured. Using the full mechanical impedance within the controller structure will not be practical in the case when the robot is in physical contact with the environment. This fact will be verified by simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some fields of robot applications it is suitable to use force control instead of position control, e.g. when the robot is in physical contact with the environment or for some kinds of human-robot interaction. In the last decades the research field of robot force control has been investigated in depth and a lot of interesting concepts have been presented. An overview of different force control algorithms can be found e.g. in [1], [2] and [3]. One could think that the research field of force/torque control is completed, however, most of the industrial robots work only position controlled. It can be seen that force control only slowly finds its way from robotic laboratories into industry. For the purpose of accelerating this trend we think that force control algorithms should be as simple as possible to be realizable with commercial robot controllers. Additional attention has to be paid to the fact that we often have only access to the desired end-effector position, because access to joint torques or motor currents is not enabled by the manufacturer. So the force control loop is closed around the position control loop which leads to the so called position based force control approach [4], [5].

Generally, force control algorithms can be classified into explicit and implicit force control [1]. In explicit force control the contact forces and torques between end-effector and the environment (Env.) are compared with the desired values of the contact forces/torques. From their difference a convenient motion of the manipulator arm is generated with the aim to reach the desired force. A simplified signal flow diagram of explicit force control can be seen in Fig. 1. The current contact forces/torques measured by force/torque sensor (FTS) are represented by vector \( \mathbf{F} \). The vectors \( \mathbf{F}_d \), \( \mathbf{X} \) and \( \mathbf{U} \) include the desired contact forces/torques, the current end-effector position/orientation and the generalized controller outputs, respectively. In the case that the output signals of the force controller in vector \( \mathbf{U} \) are the desired values of the end-effector position, we speak about position based force control already mentioned. In [6] we investigated and compared simple approaches of position based force control using an industrial robot with its commercial robot controller. In this context the preferred algorithm was a simple proportional controller with positive feedback of the current robot position. In [7] and [8] this promising approach was used for the development of algorithms of two-dimensional force/position control and orientation control, which may be applied in some contour following tasks, e.g. in polishing, deburring or grinding.

In contrast to this, with implicit force control the desired values cannot be set directly. From the measured forces, the deviation vector \( \Delta \mathbf{X}_d \) is calculated, which modifies the desired end-effector position given by vector \( \mathbf{X}_d \) so that a defined contact force can arise. The basic structure of implicit force control shows the signal flow diagram of Fig. 2. We will here focus on the implicit force control of an industrial robot, but now and then we will bring implicit force control in relationship to explicit force control.

This paper is further organized as follows: In the next section some additional basics of robot force control will be shown. The experimental setup and the test procedure which will be used later to analyze different force control algorithms will be presented in section III. Thereafter, three general types of implicit force control namely stiffness control (section IV),
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In contrast to this, with implicit force control the desired values cannot be set directly. From the measured forces, the deviation vector \( \Delta \mathbf{X}_d \) is calculated, which modifies the desired end-effector position given by vector \( \mathbf{X}_d \) so that a defined contact force can arise. The basic structure of implicit force control shows the signal flow diagram of Fig. 2. We will here focus on the implicit force control of an industrial robot, but now and then we will bring implicit force control in relationship to explicit force control.

This paper is further organized as follows: In the next section some additional basics of robot force control will be shown. The experimental setup and the test procedure which will be used later to analyze different force control algorithms will be presented in section III. Thereafter, three general types of implicit force control namely stiffness control (section IV),
damping control (section V) and impedance control (section VI) will be investigated and verified on an industrial position controlled robot. Finally, in the last section a short conclusion is given.

II. ROBOT FORCE CONTROL

As already mentioned, force control algorithms can be generally divided into explicit and implicit control. Another important fact when regarding force control algorithms is the type of actuating variable which is provided by the algorithm. In many publications it is assumed that there is access to the desired values of the joint torques of the robot. In this case the behavior of a robot can be described only by its dynamic equation:

\[
\tau = M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q)
\]  

(1)

In (1) \(\tau\) is the vector of applied joint torques, vector \(q\) includes the joint angles, \(M\) is the inertia matrix, \(C\) represents the Coriolis and centrifugal forces/moments and \(G\) includes the gravitational forces/moments. If the values of \(M\), \(C\) and \(G\) are known, it may be possible to decouple and linearize the controlled plant, which will result in approaches denoted as model based control [9], [10], computed torque control [11], inverse dynamics control [12], etc.

However, industrial robots are usually position controlled in joint space using cascade control as a rule scheme and access to joint torques or motor currents is not enabled by the manufacturer. For that reason the dynamic model (1) is not practical for position controlled manipulators. Its characteristic is defined by structure and the parameters of the decentralized joint control. As already seen, using an industrial robot in force control mode, the force control loop has to be closed around the position control loop. The algorithms of implicit force control investigated in this paper are also position based approaches.

One general approach of implicit control is impedance control introduced by Hogan [13]. Mechanical impedance in the contact situation of robot and environment is given in one direction as follows:

\[
F(s)\frac{[\Delta X_d(s)]}{s} = ms^2 + ds + c
\]  

where \(m\), \(d\) and \(c\) are the parameters of mass, damping and stiffness. In contrast to this definition of the impedance often the relationship between force and position is used:

\[
F(s)\frac{[\Delta X_d(s)]}{s} = ms^2 + ds + c
\]  

(2)

For every Cartesian degree of freedom its mechanical impedance may be parameterized individually. The block diagram of position based impedance control can be seen in Fig. 3.

There are some special kinds of impedance control. One of it is stiffness control introduced by Salisbury [14]. He proposed an approach on the basis of the robot joint torques. For this purpose the Cartesian stiffness matrix \(c\) is transformed into joint space \(c_q\) using the Jacobian matrix \(J\) of the robot:

\[
c_q = J^T c J
\]  

(4)

Another type of stiffness control published e.g. in [1] and [15], uses Cartesian position correction values to control the robot manipulator instead of joint torques. Setting mass and damping in (3) to zero, the control law for one degree of freedom follows to:

\[
\Delta X_d = \frac{1}{c} F
\]  

(5)

This leads to the signal flow diagram of the closed loop control which can be seen in Fig. 4. Assuming that the environment is located at position \(X = 0\) and that it can be modeled just by its mechanical stiffness \(c_E\) the contact force in steady state will depend on the commanded position \(X_d\):

\[
F(t \to \infty) = \frac{c_E c}{c_E + c_c} X_d
\]  

(6)

One of the first published kind of impedance control is the damping control [16]. One possible signal flow diagram of damping control shows Fig. 5. As it can be seen, now the mass \(m\) and the stiffness \(c\) of the target impedance have been set to zero. According to the following control law the output signal of the damping controller is the desired velocity of the robot:

\[
\Delta \dot{X}_d = \frac{1}{d} F
\]  

(7)

Hence, a contact force will result in a proportional change of the desired velocity. The contact force in steady state will reach the following value:

\[
F(t \to \infty) = d \dot{X}_d
\]  

(8)

In the literature some modifications of damping control can be found, e.g. in [1] and [15] a combination of stiffness and damping control is proposed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the following sections primary types of implicit force control are investigated using the experimental equipment which can be seen in Fig. 6.

The manipulator is a six axes low payload robot of type KUKA KR6/2. It is controlled by the commercial robot
controller KUKA KRC2. The robot is equipped with the six component force/torque sensor SCHUNK FT-Delta. From its measured values we use only the force component which is vertically orientated toward ground.

As in this paper position based force control approaches are investigated, it is necessary to have an access to the position control loops. This feature is available with the KUKA Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) [17], which allows the realization of sensor guided robot motions. Using RSI for the implementation of individual controllers, these algorithms will be executed in real time periodically within the interpolation implementation of individual controllers, these algorithms will be executed in real time periodically within the interpolation cycle of 12 ms in parallel to the user robot program written in KUKA Robot Language (KRL). It is possible to influence the end-effector position/orientation \( X \) with Cartesian position correction represented by vector \( \Delta X_d \) with respect to the desired position \( X_d \). The whole structure of motion control can be found in Fig. 7, where \( q_d \) and \( q \) are the vectors of desired and current joint angles, respectively.

It is very difficult to find a model for the motion behavior of the RSI-controlled robot because we have not enough information about its internal control algorithms. One possibility to get it is experimental modeling, by recording step and frequency responses. An unfavorable fact is that the robot behavior includes some nonlinear parts, e.g. the difference between small-signal and large-signal behavior. The dynamics of the robot motion in one Cartesian DOF may be approximated be a first order system with time delay [18]. The transfer function \( G_{Rob}(s) \) represents the relationship between commanded position \( X_d \) or position correction and the current end-effector position \( X \):

\[
G_{Rob}(s) = \frac{X(s)}{X_d(s)} = \frac{1}{1 + T_{Rob}s} e^{-sT_d}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( T_{Rob} \) is assumed to be 0.5 s and the time delay \( T_d \) is set to 3 interpolation cycles (36 ms).

For the realization of a defined contact environment the so called “z-axis compliance wrist” element is used. The stiffness of the z-axis compliance wrist can be adjusted by the pressure of the compressed air. Assuming relatively low velocities of the robot during contacting the environment we can describe the environment by simple spring behavior

\[
F = \begin{cases} 
    c_E (X - X_E) & \text{for } X > X_E \\
    0 & \text{for } X \leq X_E 
\end{cases}, \tag{10}
\]

where \( c_E \) is the environment stiffness and \( X_E \) is the position of the contact surface in robot frame. The value of \( c_E \) in experiments presented here is 82 N mm\(^{-1}\). It includes also the compliance of the robot caused by its mechanics, force/torque sensor, robot load limiter, etc.

Two different experiments are suitable to verify force control algorithms. First one is contact detection. Starting point of the robot end-effector is located in free space with a certain distance away from the environment surface. The task of the force controller is to establish the contact between end-effector and environment and reach a certain contact force. Criteria of the control quality are force overshoot and approaching velocity. In the second experiment we assume that the environment contact is already established. We modify the desired contact force value are recording step responses of the contact force. Here criteria of control quality are force overshoot and transient time.

IV. STIFFNESS CONTROL

The signal flow diagram of stiffness control has been already shown in Fig. 4. With the help of the stiffness parameter \( c \) of the controller, the stiffness of the whole control system \( c_C \) consisting of position controlled robot and contact environment can be adjusted. Assuming that the position controlled robot has proportional behavior with transfer factor \( 1 \), with the help of the environment stiffness \( c_E \), \( c_C \) can be determined as follows:

\[
c_C = \frac{c_E}{c + c_E} \tag{11}
\]

So, hypothetically, the value of \( c_C \) can be modified between \( c_E \) and 0. However, decreasing \( c \) will bring the closed loop control closer to the stability margin.

Using the transfer function of the position controlled robot \( G_{Rob}(s) \), introduced already in section III and taking only the stiffness parameter of the mechanical impedance of the environment into consideration, the transfer function of the closed loop control \( G_C(s) \) can be written as follows (see also Fig. 4):

\[
G_C(s) = \frac{F(s)}{X_d(s)} = \frac{G_{Rob}(s)c_E}{1 + G_{Rob}(s)c_E} \tag{12}
\]

The static transfer factor of \( G_C(s) \) represents the relationship between force and position change.

There are different possibilities for the implementation of the simple concept of position based stiffness control, depending on the practical robot controller. Very important is the fact, how the robot responds to a rapid change of the desired position \( X_d \) or \( \Delta X_d \), especially when the end-effector is located relatively far from the environment. It may be suitable to integrate additional low pass filter into the controller.
structure to prevent abrupt signal changes. Thereto, Fig. 8 shows some possibilities where the filter can be included. Keeping the fundamental behavior of stiffness control filter $G_{F1}(s)$ should be preferred because in that case only signal $X_d$ will be smoothed. Using filter $G_{F2}(s)$ or $G_{F3}(s)$ in principle the signal of the contract force will be additionally filtered, which leads to a time delay in the closed control loop.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, it may be also possible to use the trajectory generator of the robot controller to avoid rapid end-effector motions. Based on the target position $X_t$ the trajectory generator computes the time series of the desired position $X_d$, e.g. using linear continuous path interpolation.

The functioning of stiffness control in the experiment is shown in Fig. 10. For this purpose two different types are implemented into the robot controller. First one is position based stiffness control as in Fig. 4. Second one uses additional low pass filter $G_{F1}(s)$ for smoothing $X_d$, see also Fig. 8. In both cases the target stiffness $c$ is chosen to be 50 $N\,mm^{-1}$. With the value of the environment stiffness $c_E = 82\,N\,mm^{-1}$ the controller gain $c$ can be calculated as follows to 128 $N\,mm^{-1}$:

$$c = \frac{c_E c_C}{c_E - c_C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In the experiment the robot end-effector is already in contact with the environment. We have precalculated three position values of 0.2 $mm$, 0.4 $mm$ and 1.0 $mm$ which represent a contact force of 10 $N$, 20 $N$ and 50 $N$, respectively. The desired end-effector position was changed rapidly. Regarding Fig. 10 it can be seen, that in the case when the filter $G_{F1}(p)$ is disabled, the step response of the contact force strongly oscillates, which makes this version of stiffness control useless, especially when higher values of the contact force should be reached. Stiffness control may be improved by activating the low pass filter in the branch of the desired position. Corresponding step responses can also be seen in Fig. 10. For this purpose first order low pass filter was used:

$$G_{F1}(s) = \frac{1}{1 + T_F s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Its time constant $T_F$ was chosen to 0.2 $s$.

Using a position controlled robot, stiffness control can be related to proportional controller of explicit controller domain. In the case that we do not know the position of the environment and the robot end-effector is located in free space, stiffness control will not work successfully.

V. DAMPING CONTROL

Another type of implicit force control is damping control. One version can be seen in Fig. 5. However, access to the velocity controller is often not available with an industrial robot. Having access to the desired position in Cartesian space, one possible realization of damping control is shown in Fig. 11.

As it can be demonstrated in contrast to stiffness control, now the static value of the contact force is independent from the environment stiffness. According to (8) the contact force in steady state depends only on the damping parameter of the controller $d$ and on the value of the desired velocity $X_d$. From the signal flow diagram of Fig. 11 the transfer function of the closed loop control can be determined:

$$G_C(s) = \frac{F(s)}{X_d(s)}s = \frac{G_{Rob}(s)c_E}{G_{Rob}(s)c_E d^{-1} + s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Comparing damping control with position based approaches to explicit force control, it may be related to integral control. Regarding the integral force controller acting on a position controlled robot [6], it can be recognized that the velocity of the robot motion is proportional with respect to the force control error. Using damping control the contact force is proportional with respect to the desired velocity. So the advantage in comparison to stiffness control is that damping control is also practical to establish the contact between robot and environment approaching the environment from free space.
The dilemma of the integral controller [6] can be also assigned to damping control. On the one hand when the robot end-effector is located in free space the goal is to reach a relatively high approach velocity of the robot to contact the environment. So the controller gain should be chosen as high as possible, which means that damping parameter should be as low as possible. On the other hand, when the robot is in contact with the environment the closed control loop has to be stable and oscillations of the force should be prevented. Due to this it seems to be convenient to switch the controller gains in dependence on the contact situation [6].

In the experiments presented in this paper controller gain \( d \) of damping control will be optimized to fast contact establishment. In the first experiment the following setting will be selected: In the case that the desired value of the contact force is \( 50 \, N \), the robot should move toward the contact surface with desired velocity of \( X_d = 10 \, \text{mm s}^{-1} \). So, according to (8) damping parameter \( d \) has been chosen \( 5 \, \text{N mm}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \). Fig. 12 shows the contact forces both in the scenario of contacting the environment from free space and in the scenario when the environment contact is already established. In both cases different values of \( X \) are used to reach different values of the contact force. First, it can be seen that the smaller the velocity the longer the time before getting environmental contact. After the contact is established an oscillation of the force value can recognized. This oscillation may be arisen by the resolution of the robot position. The amplitude of the force oscillations can be reduced by increasing damping \( d \). However, the desired velocity \( X_d \) has to be decreased to hold the force value.

Modifying the damping \( d \) is the second possibility to adjust the contact force. For this purpose the value of \( X_d \) will be kept constant. In our experiment \( X_d \) is set to \( 10 \, \text{mm s}^{-1} \). Caused by the relative fast approach velocity the force overshoot is high, especially when the desired force is low, see Fig. 13. The permanent force oscillation can be recognized again when the robot is in contact with the environment.

VI. IMPEDANCE CONTROL

Impedance control, which takes the full mechanical impedance into consideration, is the general type of implicit force control. The concept of position based impedance control was already introduced in Fig. 3. Fig. 14 shows the signal flow diagram of impedance control for one degree of freedom.

As can be seen, the impedance term was decomposed. The corresponding closed loop transfer function follows to:

\[
G_C(s) = \frac{F(s)}{X_d(s)} = \frac{G_{Rob}(s)c_E}{G_{Rob}(s)c_E + c + d + s + m s^2}
\]

With virtual mass \( m \), in comparison to stiffness control or damping control, additional inertia will be integrated into the system. It may be reasoned that when contacting the environment stability problems occur, especially in the case if the contact surface is stiff.

However, impedance control plays an important role in the force based human-robot interaction [19]. It is possible to define the target impedance for every Cartesian degree of freedom or in joint space for every joint within a certain range individually. Setting stiffness parameter \( c = 0 \) will result in mass-damper system which can be applied to the so called
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper some basic algorithms of implicit robot force control, namely stiffness control, damping control and impedance control, were selected for the implementation with an industrial robot. For this purpose the corresponding approaches have been adapted to position based controller structures, which are realizable with a position controlled robot. To parameterize robot controller some relationships between commanded robot motion/position, parameters of the contact environment and controller parameters are worked out. This may be necessary to calculate the static value of the contact force.

As for the stiffness controller it can be recognized that its behavior is similar to the behavior of the proportional controller of explicit force control. This means that it can be only used in the case when the contact between robot and environment is already established. When the robot is located in free space and the distance between its end-effector and the contact surface is unknown, stiffness controller is not suitable. Damping controller is similar to integral controller. Therefore, it can be used in both situations, i.e. contacting the environment from free space or when the robot is already in contact with the environment. It can be learned from integral controller [6], that optimal controller gain (damping) for contact detection is different from optimal gain/damping in contact situation.

Finally, impedance control with structure of full mechanical impedance is not suitable when the robot is in contact with the environment, because the mass component can be seen as a source of instability. An example was worked out to demonstrate this fact by simulation. However, impedance control may be used for some kinds of human-robot interaction.
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